
Read, Write Count bags 
coming to your school!
This November, Read, Write, Count bags will come to your school for every Primary 2 
and Primary 3 pupil. These are fantastic bags filled with books and resources to inspire 
a lifelong love of reading, writing and counting.

This Teacher Pack will tell you what’s in the bags and how you can make the most of 
them using our free resources. We have also included the books from this year’s bags 
to help with your planning, as well as example activities.

These bags are gifted by Scottish Book Trust through the Scottish Government’s Read, 
Write, Count campaign, and give you a great opportunity to build relationships with 
parents and strengthen links between home and school learning. 

Read, Write, Count gifting
Step one Plan your parent event! We know that circumstances in schools 
may be different at the moment. We will share tips on how to gift the Read, 
Write, Count bags to families without a large event at our CLPL webinar on  
23 September. Sign up at scottishbooktrust.com/clpl, or get in touch with us 
at readwritecount@scottishbooktrust.com to arrange an in-person session

Step two Your school receives the Read, Write, Count bags. Count them 
when they arrive and get in touch with your local Read, Write, Count contact 
if you have any issues with delivery or need additional bags. You can find your 
local contact at scottishbooktrust.com/readwritecount

Step three Get stuck into some fun creative learning with our free learning 
resources. There are quick worksheets, video recordings of the books being 
read and lots more. You could get older pupils involved by including them in 
parent events.

Step four Give the bags out to families. If possible, do this  
during Book Week Scotland, our national celebration of books  
and reading on 16–22 November. Don’t worry if this date isn’t  
possible – just be sure to give parents tips on how to explore  
the bags with their children to enjoy the contents as a family.

You can also find lots of great activities for families  
to enjoy in our home activities hub at  
scottishbooktrust.com/home-activities
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Primary 2 Bag

Rocketmole by Matt Carr 
Exploring space and travel themes

How Many Trees? by Barroux
Exploring trees, plants and the environment themes

Shape Shuffle card game 
A fun card game with charade cards on the reverse

> STEM
> Literacy & English
> Expressive Arts
> Modern Languages
> Health & Wellbeing, Social Studies and RME

Having explored the elements which 
writers use in different genres, I can use 
what I learn to create my own stories, 
poems and plays with interesting 
structures, characters and/or settings. 
ENG 1-26a

Through activities in my local area, I have 
developed my mental map and sense of 
place. I can create and use maps of the 
area. SOC 1-14a

I can design and construct models and 
explain my solutions. TCH 1-09a

• There are fact files at the end of 
the story, can you make a fact file of 
something that interests you?

• There is a map of the world in the story 
that shows all the places that Armstrong 
has visited. Use a map of your local area 
and pinpoint some places that you’d like 
Armstrong to visit. Create a map of all the 
places Armstrong should see in your local 
area.

• Armstrong builds his own rocket and 
boring machine, he even experiments 
with different ways to travel to the moon. 
Design and create a model that you would 
use to travel to the moon. You could use 
an idea from the story or create your own.

I can communicate clearly when engaging 
with others within and beyond my place 
of learning, using selected resources as 
required. 
LIT 1-10a

I have contributed to discussions of 
current scientific news items to help 
develop my awareness of science. 
SCN 1-20a

I have the opportunity to choose 
and explore a range of media and 
technologies to create images and 
objects, discovering their effects and 
suitability for specific tasks. EXA 1-02a

• After listening to the story, talk about 
the different opinions that the characters 
have and how they approach the question 
differently. Can you find the facts in the 
story and understand the difference 
between fact and opinion? If you were in 
the story, what might your opinion be?

• The story touches on themes of trees, 
forests and deforestation. Find and use 
some sources of information to create a 
poster highlighting why this is important 
and promotes awareness.

• Discuss the illustrations in the book 
and consider how you could create your 
own. You may want to use some collage 
techniques or even include some natural 
materials.

Within and beyond my place of learning 
I am enjoying daily opportunities to 
participate in physical activities and 
sport, making use of available indoor and 
outdoor space. HWB 1-25a

I can use addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division when solving 
problems, making best use of the mental 
strategies and written skills I have 
developed. MNU 1-03a

I have used a range of ways to collect 
information and can sort it in a logical, 
organised and imaginative way using my 
own and others’ criteria. MNU 1-20b

• Assign each of the shapes a physical 
activity i.e. star jump. When you draw a 
card, repeat the action as many times as 
the number shows.

• Choose a card. Look at the other cards 
to see how you could make up that 
number, and find different ways to get 
there E.g. if you pick a 6, you could use 3 
x 2 cards or 2 x 3 cards or a 4 and a 2

• Sort the cards by colour first of all and 
then bynumber, in ascending order. Can 
you match all the numbers with their 
different colour counterparts?

“a diverting, OrIginal Story”
The Guardian

Praise for Spyder

One giant

LEAP for 
molekind!

DESTINATION: MOON

Meet the mole on a mission!

Armstrong the star-nosed mole doesn’t dig living 

underground. His friends think building a rocket to go to 

the moon, alone, is an astronomically bad idea, but Armstrong 

is determined to boldly go where no mole has gone before . . .

Can a mole with big dreams have it all:  

adventure and friendship?

This book is a present for you to keep forever  

and share with your family and friends.

Reading together is fun and you can visit your  

local library to borrow even more books!

Every Primary 2 child in Scotland will receive a  

Read, Write, Count bag with books, activities and games to enjoy.

Visit www.parentclub.scot to find out more.

RocketMole_PB_CVR_SBT_220x220.indd   1 17/12/2019   11:01

How many trees 
make a forest?

Each animal thinks they know the answer 
and they just can’t agree!

But sshhhh – what’s that quiet voice 
        coming from the bushes?

A funny and thoughtful story about the 
power of little voices, from the creator of 

Where’s the Elephant? and Welcome.

This book is a present for you to keep forever and share with  
your family and friends. Reading together is fun and you can  
visit your local library to borrow even more books!

Every Primary 2 child in Scotland will receive a Read, Write, 
Count gift bag with books, activities and games to enjoy.  
Visit www.parentclub.scot to find out more.
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Charade cards
I can show my understanding of what I listen to or watch by 
responding to and asking different kinds of questions. LIT 1-07a

I enjoy creating short dance sequences, using travel, turn, jump, 
gesture, pause and fall, within safe practice. EXA 1-08a

• Pick a card and get the class to ask questions about the image 
on the card, e.g. Is it a musical instrument? Can you find it 
outside? The answers should only be ‘yes or ‘no’!

• Have a look at the animal cards. Imagine how each animal 
would travel, turn and jump and create a short dance sequence 
as a group to join the movements together.

I am aware of and able to express my feelings and am 
developing the ability to talk about them.  HWB 1-01a

When I engage with others, I know when and how to listen, when 
to talk, how much to say, when to ask questions and how to 
respond with respect. LIT 1-02a

• Select the ‘When have you been brave?’ card and ask the 
class to discuss their experience and all the emotions they 
felt at the time.  Have everyone draw a picture or write a short 
statement in response to the card, using these to create a class 
memory book.

• Using the ‘Describe your perfect day’ card, ask the class to 
come up with a list of interview questions based on this theme 
and then work in pairs to have a discussion using the list. 
Compare how each perfect day is different from your partner’s.

When I engage with others, I know when 
and how to listen, when to talk, how much 
to say, when to ask questions and how to 
respond with respect. LIT 1-02a

I can create and present work using the 
visual elements of line, shape, form, 
colour, tone, pattern and texture. EXA 
1-03a

I can explore and experiment with digital 
technologies and can use what I learn 
to support and enhance my learning in 
different contexts. TCH 1-01a

• Work together in a group and have a 
storytelling session. Roll the story cubes 
and choose someone to start a story 
including one of the pictures. Take it in 
turns to choose another of the pictures 
and continue the story.

• Pick your favourite setting and create 
a piece of art work to represent it, 
experimenting with line, colour, tone and 
texture.

• Work as a class to make up a story 
using the cubes and then experiment with 
digital technology to share it with others 
through an animation, short video or 
photo slideshow with a voice over.

Conversation starter cards 

Storytelling dice
Set of 3 dice with characters, objects and places to encourage and inspire storytelling

The P2 Read, Write Count bag also contains:
•  Parents’ activity booklet – a perforated booklet containing information about getting involved in children’s 

learning. It contains all the instructions needed to use the bags for games and activities at home.

• Notebook – an A5 notebook with interactive illustrations.

• Writing pencil
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Primary 3 Bag

Look Up!  by Nathan Bryon and Dapo Adeola 
Exploring space and technology themes

Wow! Animals by Jacqueline McCann, Emma Dods 
and Marc Aspinall
Fun facts about animals and their habitats

Coastal Commotion card game 
A pack of double-sided cards with underwater animal themed cards on one side and 
storytelling/routine game cards on the other

> STEM
> Literacy & English
> Expressive Arts
> Modern Languages
> Health & Wellbeing, Social Studies and RME

I can convey information, describe events 
or processes, share my opinions or 
persuade my reader in different ways.  LIT 
1-28a / LIT 1-29a

I understand how technologies help 
provide for our needs and wants, and how 
they can affect the environment in which 
we live. TCH 1-07a

Having selected a significant individual 
from the past, I can contribute to a 
discussion on the influence of their 
actions, then and since. SOC 1-06a

• Rocket is interested in space and wants
to share her knowledge with everyone.
What are you interested in? Find some
facts about something you love that
would help to get other people interested
too.

• Rocket is upset that her brother Jamal is
always on the phone. Can you find a page
in the story that shows lots of people
looking at their phones? Discuss how
phones can affect our lives, discussing
both positive and negative points.

• Rocket wants to be an astronaut like
Mae Jemison. Can you find out about her
and think about why she would be such
an inspiration for Rocket.

To show my understanding, I can respond 
to different kinds of questions and other 
close reading tasks and I am learning to 
create some questions of my own. ENG 
1-17

I can explore examples of food chains 
and show an appreciation of how animals 
and plants depend on each other for food.  
SCN 1-02a

I can share ideas with others to develop 
ways of estimating the answer to a 
calculation or problem, work out the 
actual answer, then check my solution 
by comparing it with the estimate. MNU 
1-01a 

• Can you find answers to the questions
on the back cover of the book or create
some questions of your own to quiz your
classmates?

• There are lots of animals who depend
on each other for food. Can you find any
examples in the book? Discuss different
types of diet with your classmates. Are
there any surprising friendships?

• How far can different animals jump?
How far do you think you can jump? Take
a guess then try it out and use your tape
measure to check.

When listening and talking with others 
for different purposes, I can exchange 
information, experiences, explanations, 
ideas and opinions, and clarify points by 
asking questions or by asking others to 
say more.  LIT 1-09a

I can compare, describe and show 
number relationships, using appropriate 
vocabulary and the symbols for equals, 
not equal to, less than and greater than. 
MTH 1-15a

I can present my writing in a way that 
will make it legible and attractive for my 
reader, combining words, images and 
other features. LIT 1-24a

• Pick an animal who you think should
have a higher special skill score. Have
a debate and try to persuade your
classmates around to your way of
thinking. You could give your opinions,
answer questions and share your ideas to
win your classmates over.

• Play Guess Who with a partner, using
two sets of cards. Each of you can
choose an animal, and the other person
should ask questions like “Do they weigh
more than 2kg?” and “Is their special
skill lower than 10?” to help narrow down
which animal it is. Whoever guesses
correctly first is the winner!

• Pick a selection of animals from the
cards and create a leaflet to encourage
people to visit the coasts where they live.
You could try to include interesting facts
and some drawings!

A Book of Extraordinary Facts

Animals
Wow!

P
U
F
F
IN

LOOK UP!
 NATHAN BR

YON
    DAPO ADEOLA

                                     

Also available:

www.penguin.co.uk

This book is a present
for you to keep forever
and share with your
family and friends.

Reading together is fun
and you can visit your
local library to borrow
even more books.
Every Primary 3 child in
Scotland will receive a
Read, Write, Count gift
bag with books, activities
and games to enjoy.

Visit www.parentclub.scot to find out more

9780241460436_BookTrust_LookUp_COV.indd   All Pages 24/01/2020   11:08
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Routine cards
I am aware of the role physical activity plays in keeping me 
healthy and know that I also need to sleep and rest, to look after 
my body. HWB 1-27a

I have begun to develop a sense of how long tasks take by 
measuring the time taken to complete a range of activities using 
a variety of timers. MNU 1-10c

• Talk as a class about what time you go to bed and what time 
you get up. What can help you relax and get a good night’s 
sleep? Make posters in small groups about the importance of 
getting a good night’s sleep and how to relax.

• One of the activities on the cards is reading a book – how 
much time do you think you spend reading each week? Make 
an estimate. Keep a reading diary for the week, using a timer to 
record when you start and finish reading or listening to stories, 
then add up the amount of time and compare it to your estimate.

I can use addition, subtraction, multiplication and division when 
solving problems, making best use of the mental strategies and 
written skills I have developed. MNU 1-03a

I can estimate how long or heavy an object is, or what amount it 
holds, using everyday things as a guide, then measure or weigh 
it using appropriate instruments and units. MNU 1-11a

• Find an object that is shorter than 1m e.g. your shoe. Measure 
the object using your measuring tape. Look at the length of your 
whole measuring tape – how many shoes do you think you could 
fit in it?– how many of your shoes can you fit into the length of 
your measuring tape?

• How long do you think your classroom is? How many of your 
measuring tapes would it take to measure your classroom? Try it 
out and see if your guess was right. Try the playground next!

I am learning to use my notes and other 
types of writing to help me understand 
information and ideas, explore problems, 
generate and develop ideas or create new 
text. LIT 1-25a

I am aware of and able to express my 
feelings and am developing the ability to 
talk about them. HWB 1-01a 

I have experienced a variety of simple 
texts, which may have been adapted for 
young learners. MLAN 1-10a

• Choose an existing genre and think of 
a new character then draw them on the 
blank card templates. Swap your cards 
with someone else from the class, using 
the ones you receive as inspiration for a 
50 word fiction story.

• Look at the ‘Adventure’ card – does 
this remind you of something that has 
happened in your life? Draw a picture of 
the memory and write about how it made 
you feel.

• Some of the cards include images of 
characters from traditional stories and 
fairy tales. Can you find examples of these 
characters in stories from other cultures 
and countries? What are the differences?

Storytelling cards

Measuring tape

The P3 Read, Write Count bag also contains:
•  Parents’ activity booklet – a perforated booklet containing information about getting involved in children’s 

learning. It contains all the instructions needed to use the bags for games and activities at home.

• Notebook – an A5 notebook with interactive illustrations.

• Writing pencil

If you like these activities, visit our website from August for the full Read, Write, Count teacher resource 
packs. Our full suite of activities and teacher resources for Read, Write, Count and beyond can be found at 
scottishbooktrust.com/readwritecount.
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How to make the most of your bags
Training sessions
We’ll be holding CLPL sessions that offer support on gifting the Bookbug P1 Family 
Bag and Read, Write, Count bags and how to use them as a basis for parental 
engagement sessions. There will also be the opportunity to attend webinars that 
explore the resources for P2 and P3 teachers. The training dates are as follows:

    Wednesday 23 September, 16.00-17.30: Gifting the P1 Family Bag and Read, Write    
    Count bags

    Thursday 1 October, 16.00-17.00: Making the most of Read, Write, Count – Primary 2

    Tuesday 6 October, 16.00-17.00: Making the most of Read, Write, Count – Primary 3

A full list of CLPL on offer and details on how to register can be found on our 
website. To request a session in your school or area, please get in touch with us at 
readwritecount@scottishbooktrust.com 

To help you make the most of the Read, Write, Count bags in your classroom we have 
lots of creative resources available at scottishbooktrust.com/readwritecount

Holding a gifting party
Use our case studies and blog posts to prepare for your event! You can find out more 
about working across P1-3 to gift bags with lots of example events and activities. If 
you’d like some training or support on organising a parent event then please contact us 
at readwritecount@scottishbooktrust.com

Scottish Book Trust
Scottish Book Trust has been bringing the benefits of reading and writing to everyone 
in Scotland since 1998. Every year, we deliver our world-class programmes and annual 
awards to well over two million people. From introducing books and storytelling to  
pre-school children to inspiring and empowering adult readers and writers, we believe 
it’s never too early – or too late – to begin a magical journey with words.

We deliver our programmes in every local authority area in Scotland and we work with 
partners ranging from small community groups to the Scottish Government. You’ll find 
us in schools and libraries and at community events. You’ll find us in towns and cities 
and in isolated, rural communities. And you’ll find us bringing books to life for children 
in care, families living in challenging social circumstances and people in prison. In short, 
you’ll find us wherever we’re needed most.

scottishbooktrust.com

For more information and tips on home learning visit parentclub.scot
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